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Abstract
Neuroscientific research has shown that the hippocampus is important for binding or linking together
the various components of a learning event into an integrated memory. In a prior study, we
demonstrated that the anterior hippocampus is involved in memory for the relations among
informational elements to a greater extent than it is involved in memory for individual elements
(Giovanello, Schnyer, and Verfaellie, 2004). In the current study, we extend those findings by further
specifying the role of anterior hippocampus during relational memory retrieval. Specifically, anterior
hippocampal activity was observed during flexible retrieval of learned associations, whereas
posterior hippocampal activity was detected during reinstatement of study episodes. These findings
suggest a functional dissociation across the long axis of human hippocampus based on the nature of
the mnemonic process rather than the stage of memory processing or type of stimulus.

Introduction
The hippocampal formation – a brain structure within the medial temporal lobe – is known for
its importance in memory for facts and events (Scoville and Milner, 1957). Neuroscientific
research shows that the hippocampus is important for binding or linking together the various
components of a learning event into an integrated memory (Yonelinas et al., 2001; Davachi
and Wagner, 2002; Preston et al., 2002; Chua et al., 2004; Pihlajamaki et al., 2003; Giovanello
et al., 2004; Jackson III and Schacter, 2004; Achim and Lepage, 2005; Law et al., 2005).
Previously, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we demonstrated that the
anterior hippocampus is involved in memory for the relations among informational elements
(i.e., relational memory) to a greater extent that it is involved in memory for individual elements
(i.e., item memory)(Giovanello et al. 2004). In that study, however, the relational condition
which elicited hippocampal activity was presented at test in precisely the same format as during
study. It, therefore, remained unknown whether the hippocampus is involved in the ‘flexible
retrieval’ of relational information or, alternatively, whether the hippocampus is sensitive only
to ‘exact reinstatement’ of prior episodes. Here we illuminate this issue by demonstrating
anterior hippocampal activity during flexible retrieval of learned associations, and posterior
hippocampal activity during reinstatement of study episodes. Retrieval related activity in
anterior hippocampus correlated significantly with accuracy of associative recognition, while
retrieval related activity in posterior hippocampus showed no such correlation. Finally,
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hippocampal activation occurred regardless of whether participants were instructed to
explicitly engage in relational encoding at study. These findings provide empirical support for
a functional dissociation across the long axis of human hippocampus and, furthermore,
document a significant correlation of retrieval-related neural activity with behavioral accuracy.

We contrasted the flexible retrieval and the exact reinstatement hypotheses by presenting
subjects with unrelated word pairs (i.e., surgeon-arrow) and comparing neural activity during
retrieval of previously shown stimuli (i.e., surgeon - arrow; Intact Pair [IP]) with neural activity
during retrieval of previously shown, yet reversed stimuli (i.e., arrow - surgeon; Reversed Pair
[RevP]) (Figure 1). We reasoned that if anterior hippocampal activation seen previously to be
associated with relational memory is greater for IP than for RevP, then these results would
support the notion that this region reflects primarily the exact reinstatement of the study
episode. Alternatively, if anterior hippocampal activation is equivalent for IP and RevP, then
these results would provide strong evidence that this regional is involved in flexible retrieval
of learned associations.

Additionally, we introduced an encoding manipulation to determine whether hippocampal
activation during relational retrieval is dependent on relational processing at encoding (Figure
1). To this end, half of the stimulus pairs were encoded non-relationally (i.e., covertly generate
two sentences – one for each word), while the other half were learned in a relational manner
(i.e., covertly generate one sentence that relates the two words). This manipulation allowed us
to investigate the effect of encoding strategy on flexible and exact retrieval of study episodes.
The retrieval conditions were identical across the 2 encoding manipulations.

Behaviorally, associative recognition accuracy is calculated as the difference between “old”
judgments to intact stimulus pairs and reversed pairs (hits) versus “old” judgments to
recombined stimulus pairs (false alarms). Analysis of corrected recognition scores as a function
of retrieval condition (intact, reversed) and type of encoding (relational, nonrelational) revealed
a main effect of encoding type with higher associative recognition accuracy following
relational encoding (Mean IP = .91; RevP = .89) than following non-relational encoding (Mean
IP = .78; RevP = .72), F(1,12) = 20.39, p < .001 (Figure 2). Additionally, there was a main
effect of retrieval condition, F (1,12) = 18.75, p < .001. There was no encoding type × retrieval
condition interaction, F (1,12) = 2.39, p > .05.

Analysis of reaction times (RT) as a function of retrieval condition (intact, reversed) and type
of encoding (relational, nonrelational) revealed a main effect of encoding type, as associative
recognition trials following relational encoding (Mean IP = 1261.8; RevP = 1306.1) were faster
overall than those following nonrelational encoding, (Mean IP = 1502.7; RevP = 1565.0)
(Figure 2), F (1,12) = 57.73, p < .001 (Figure 2). In addition, a main effect of retrieval condition
was observed, F (1,12) = 9.52, p < .01. There was no encoding type × retrieval condition
interaction, F > 1.

Event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging demonstrated greater activation for IP
than for RecP (i.e., previously shown, yet recombined pairs) in left anterior hippocampus
following relational encoding, replicating the finding in our previous fMRI experiment. Follow
up region of interest (ROI) analysis of the mean activation level in left anterior hippocampal
regions showed equivalent levels of activation for IP and RevP, with both conditions
demonstrating greater activation than RecP (figure 3a). There was a significant positive
correlation between relational memory accuracy and percent signal change in this region. That
is, increased relational memory accuracy was associated with increased activity in anterior
hippocampus (Table 1). Taken together, these findings provide support for the notion that
anterior hippocampus mediates flexible retrieval of newly acquired associations.
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The contrast of activity greater for IP than for RecP following relational encoding also revealed
significant activity in a posterior region of left hippocampus. Follow up ROI analysis of the
mean activation in this posterior hippocampal region showed greater levels of activation for
IP than for RevP (Figure 3). Unlike activity in anterior hippocampus, however, activity in
posterior hippocampus was not correlated with relational memory accuracyi (Table 1). These
findings suggest that posterior hippocampus is sensitive to the exact reinstatement of learned
associations, a process that may not have driven behavioral accuracy. To assess whether this
pattern of activity in posterior hippocampus differed significantly from the pattern observed
in anterior hippocampus, we conducted an ANOVA with region (anterior, posterior) and
retrieval condition (intact and reversed, recombined) as factors. This analysis revealed a
significant region × retrieval condition interaction, F(1,12) = 9.15, p<.01, suggesting that
hippocampal activity during retrieval was greater in the anterior region (than the posterior
region) for intact and rearranged pairs than for new pairs. This finding provides direct support
for the notion that the observed patterns of activity in anterior and posterior hippocampus are
functionally distinct.

The aforementioned results demonstrate that the hippocampus is involved in relational retrieval
when stimuli are encoded relationally. To address whether hippocampal activity during
relational retrieval depends upon relational encoding, we had subjects encode half of the stimuli
in a non-relational manner. Following nonrelational encoding, we again observed hippocampal
activity during recognition of intact pairs (IP) in anterior hippocampus suggesting that retrieval
of relational information that was encoded incidentally when pairs were studied
nonrelationally, also engaged the anterior hippocampus. Hippocampal activity was not
observed during recognition of reversed pairs (RevP), but this may reflect a relatively low
proportion of accurate responses and a weaker signal associated with non-relational encoding.
An ANOVA directly comparing anterior hippocampal activation following relational and non-
relational encoding revealed a main effect of retrieval condition, F(1,12) = 4.48, p<.05,
indicating that activation was greater following retrieval of intact pairs (IP) and reversed pairs
(RevP) than retrieval of recombined pairs (RecP). However, there was no main effect of
encoding condition and no encoding × retrieval interaction, suggesting that the main effect of
retrieval condition (IP = RevP > RecP) was similar for the two encoding conditionsii. These
results are consistent with prior reports demonstrating hippocampal activity not only during
intentional, but also during incidental (nonconscious) formation and reactivation of learned
associations (Henke, Mondadori et al., 2003;Henke, Tryer et al., 2003;Degonda et al., 2005).

Our findings provide empirical support for a functional dissociation across the long axis of
human hippocampus during relational retrieval. Although prior reports have documented
regional differences in hippocampal functioning, such differences have been attributed to the
type of information processed (e.g., objects versus spatial arrangements, Pihlajamaki et al.,
2004; or items versus relations between items, Schacter and Wagner, 1999; Small et al.,
2001), or the stage of memory processing (e.g., encoding versus retrieval, Lepage et al.,
1998; Schacter and Wagner, 1999; Pihlajamaki et al., 2003; Zeineh et al., 2003; Eldridge et
al., 2005; Prince et al., 2005). In our study, however, functional imaging data were acquired
for one type of stimuli (i.e., unrelated word pairs) during the retrieval phase only. As such, the
anterior-posterior distinction we observed could not reflect differences due to stimulus type or
stage of memory. Instead, the anterior-posterior dissociation we observed likely arose from
differences in the nature of the retrieval process.

iThe non-significant correlation between relational memory accuracy and activity in posterior hippocampus should be interpreted with
caution, as the lack of correlation may reflect a threshold difference.
iiUnlike anterior hippocampal responses following relational encoding, however, hippocampal responses following non-relational
encoding were not correlated with recognition performance. This finding may reflect a weak signal and a relatively lower proportion of
accurate responses (for nonrelational encoding than for relational encoding) that were used in this comparison.
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During our experiment, participants encoded words pairs (relationally or non-relationally)
while creating sentences, and subsequently decided whether or not pairs had been shown
together previously. Significant retrieval-related activity in anterior hippocampus was
associated with accurate recognition of relational information. This anterior hippocampal
activity arose following retrieval of the relational links explicitly forged at encoding (i.e.,
generating sentences) or forged incidentally in the nonrelational encoding condition.

Additionally, relational retrieval mediated by anterior hippocampus appears to be flexible in
nature, as it allowed participants to successfully make judgments about previously seen (IP)
and previously seen, yet reversed (RevP) pairs following relational encoding. Anterior
hippocampal activity was also observed for retrieval of IP following nonrelational encoding.
Future studies will be needed to examine whether or not the anterior hippocampus is involved
in flexible retrieval of incidentally encoded relational information.

Besides engaging in flexible retrieval, participants may have experienced the ecphory that
sometimes accompanies the match between retrieval cues and stored information. This
experience may have arisen because IP pairs have the additional property of being perceptually
identical at study and test. The current findings suggest that posterior hippocampus is sensitive
to the exact perceptual match between retrieval cues and learned information. These findings,
coupled with those above, may suggest an anterior-posterior hippocampal dissociation based
on the nature of the retrieval processes. Specifically, anterior hippocampus may mediate
flexible retrieval of relational information, while posterior hippocampus may be sensitive to
the reinstatement of learned associations.

A close inspection of relevant relational memory studies supports an anterior-posterior
distinction based on retrieval processing differences. Preston et al. (2004) examined the flexible
expression of declarative memories using a transitive inference paradigm. In their study,
subjects received an initial set of face-house pairs consisting of pictures of faces and houses,
a second set of face-house pairs consisting of the same houses paired with new faces, and a set
of face-face pairs consisting of novel faces. During the scanned retrieval task, participants
discriminated between learned face-house pairs, learned face-face pairs, and related face-face
pairs. Related pairs were those for which the two faces had been associated with the same house
on different trials, and thus required participants to flexibly associate information across trials.
The comparison of activity during recognition of related face-face pairs with activity associated
with recognition of explicitly learned pairs revealed greater activity in anterior hippocampal
regions for the related face-face pair condition – providing support for the notion that flexible
retrieval of associative information is mediated by the anterior hippocampus. In addition, a
more posterior hippocampal region was activated for all pair types which were studied and
then re-shown in the exact format at test.

Additional evidence for an anterior-posterior distinction in hippocampal processing during
relational retrieval comes from a recent study by Addis and Schacter (2008) in which they
examined the role of the hippocampus in relational processing during the elaboration of future
events. Specifically, they had subjects remember past events and imagine future events, and
then examined hippocampal contributions to the retrieval of event characteristics (e.g., the
amount of detail generated and temporal distance), depending upon whether the event was in
the past or imagined in the future. The results showed that left anterior hippocampus responded
differentially to the amount of details comprising future events, while left posterior
hippocampus was responsive to the amount of detail comprising both past and future events.
The authors suggest that both past and future events require the retrieval of relational
information (i.e., details of an autobiographical memory) and common engagement of left
posterior hippocampus. In contrast, only future events require the novel (and flexible) use of
such details, and thus recruit left anterior hippocampus.
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Of note, a recent paper suggests that an anterior-posterior dissociation in hippocampal
processing may also arise during relational encoding. Chua et al. (2007) reported increased
activity in anterior hippocampus for subsequently remembered relational information (i.e.,
face-name pairs) compared with subsequently forgotten relational information. In contrast,
posterior hippocampus showed significant activation above baseline during attempted
encoding of face-name pairs, but no differential activation based on subsequent memory. Based
on these findings, the authors suggested that the anterior hippocampus shows functional
specialization for the successful formation of associations, while the posterior hippocampus
may serve a more general role in relational encoding. In light of the present findings, another
possibility is that the anterior hippocampus flexibly encodes and retrieves relational
information, whereas the posterior hippocampal formation plays a role in establishing a fixed
perceptual representation during relational memory processing.

The locus of posterior hippocampal activity in the current study closely matches that observed
in an imaging study that manipulated perceptual aspects of stimuli (Schacter et al., 1997).
Schacter et al., (1997) investigated the effects of size and orientation change on hippocampal
activity during recognition of non-nameable objects. A comparison of activity for same objects
relative to activity for reoriented objects revealed greater activity in posterior hippocampus
when making recognition judgments about same objects than orientation-changed objects.
Likewise, a comparison of activity for same objects and for size-changed objects revealed
greater activity in posterior hippocampus when making recognition judgments about same
objects than re-sized objects. These findings support the notion that posterior hippocampus
may mediate perceptual matching or exact reinstatement of events between study and test
phases. Delineating a more precise role for posterior hippocampus during relational retrieval
will require further experimentation.

In summary, anterior hippocampal activity was observed during flexible retrieval of learned
associations, whereas posterior hippocampal activity was detected during reinstatement of
study episodes. These findings suggest a functional dissociation across the long axis of human
hippocampus based on the nature of the mnemonic process rather than the stage of memory
processing or type of stimulus. This dissociation was made possible by an experimental design
that allowed us to distinguish between two retrieval processes: flexible retrieval and exact
reinstatement. Finally, the current study demonstrates a significant correlation of retrieval-
related neural activity with behavioral accuracy.

Methods and Materials
Participants

Fourteen (mean age = 22.6 years, 10 females) right-handed, native English speakers were paid
$50 for their participation. Data from one subject was discarded due to poor behavioral
performance (i.e., following relational encoding the subject’s hit rate of .77 and false alarm
rate of .48 were more than two standard deviations outside the control mean). Informed consent
was obtained, in compliance with the Boston University, the Boston VA Healthcare System
and Massachusetts General Hospital Institutional Review Boards.

Stimulus Materials
Stimuli consisted of 768 nouns with a mean frequency = 107 occurrence/million (Francis and
Kucera, 1982).

Task Procedure
Following extensive practice outside the magnet, participants received eight encoding/retrieval
tests in the scanner. Only the retrieval phase was scanned. At encoding, participants
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simultaneously viewed two nouns on each of a total of 384 trials. During the initial 4 runs,
participants were instructed to covertly generate a sentence for EACH of the two words (non-
relational encoding). During the last 4 runs, participants were instructed to covertly generate
a sentence that related the two words (relational encoding). At retrieval, which began
immediately following the encoding phase, functional MR images were acquired for a total of
384 trials while participants performed an associative recognition task. For this task,
participants saw pairs of words previously seen together (Intact Pairs [IP], N=128/16 per run),
pairs of words previously seen together, but in the reversed presentation order (Reversed Pairs
[RevP], N= 128/16 per run), and pairs of words previously seen, but not together (Recombined
Pairs [RecP], N =128/16 per run). Participants were instructed to decide whether the two words
were previously shown together. In addition, control trials (N=72/9per run) were included
during which participants viewed ampersands and number signs and were instructed to indicate
on which side of the screen the ampersands had appeared (See Figure 1). The retrieval task
was self-paced and the control trials were jittered at varying durations (2, 4, 6 seconds). The
order of the stimuli and timing of the control condition was determined using optseq
(http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq/).

Imaging Methods
Imaging was performed with a 3T whole-body MRI Scanner (Siemens Trio, Erlangen,
Germany) using a gradient-echo echo-planar sequence designed to minimize susceptibility
artifact in the anterior hippocampal regions and fully volume the long axis of the hippocampus
(echo time = 23 ms, repetition time = 2500 ms, 37 oblique slices oriented along the long axis
of the hippocampus, 3.125 × 3.125 × 3mm, 0 skip). High resolution T1-weighted (MP-RAGE)
structural images were collected for anatomic visualization. Visual stimuli were back-projected
onto a screen and viewed in a mirror mounted above the participant’s head. Responses were
recorded using an MR-compatible response box. Head motion was restricted using a pillow
and foam inserts.

Imaging Analysis
The fMRI data were preprocessed using SPM99 to correspond to our previous study (Wellcome
Department of Neurology, UK). Slice acquisition timing was corrected by resampling all slices
in time relative to the first slice, followed by rigid body motion correction across all runs. The
functional data then were normalized spatially to the Montreal Neurological Institute template.
Images were resampled into 2-mm cubic voxels and smoothed spatially with an 8-mm full-
width half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.

Statistical analysis was performed using the general linear model for event-related designs in
SPM99. Trials from each condition were modeled by using a canonical hemodynamic response
function. Effects for each condition were estimated by using a subject-specific fixed-effects
model. These data were then entered into a second-level random-effects analysis. Retrieval
analyses contrasted each trial type (i.e., IP, RecP, and RevP) to the control task and with each
other. In light of our a prior prediction regarding the role of the anterior hippocampus in
relational retrieval, as well as the established role of the hippocampus in relational memory,
hippocampal activations of at least 5 contiguous voxels that exceeded a threshold of p < 0.01
were considered reliable (cfr. Dickerson, et al., 2004; Dickerson, et al., 2005). Analyses were
done for each encoding task (i.e., relational and nonrelational) and all memory trials were
modeled for correct decisions only. All incorrect trials were modeled as a single variable that
was not examined.

Regions of interests were functionally defined in the following manner. First, based on our
previous finding in which we observed greater anterior hippocampal activity for intact pairs
as compared to recombined pairs, in the current study we directly contrasted intact pairs and
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recombined pairs following relational encoding. This contrast revealed the two hippocampal
locations reported here. We then performed follow-up ROI analyses of the mean activation for
each stimulus condition in each region.
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Figure 1.
Experimental design. Subjects encountered word pairs and were instructed to covertly create
sentences. During non-relational encoding, subjects were instructed to covertly generate two
sentences, one for each word. During the subsequent test phase, participants encountered word
pairs and were instructed to decide whether the words had be shown ‘together previously?’ (i.e.,
relational retrieval). During relational encoding, subjects were instructed to covertly generate
one sentence that included both words. Similarly, participants were then instructed to decide
whether the words had be shown ‘together previously?’ (i.e., relational retrieval). All four non-
relational runs were completed before the four relational runs. Test lists consisted of pairs of
words previously seen together (Intact Pairs [IP]), pairs of words previously seen together, but
in the reversed presentation order (Reversed Pairs [RevP]), and pairs of words previously seen,
but not together (Recombined Pairs [RecP]). Both encoding and retrieval tasks were performed
in the scanner, but only the retrieval task was scanned.
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Figure 2.
Behavioral accuracy and reaction time data for experimental participants.
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Figure 3.
Statistical parametric map (SPM) results for the contrast showing activity greater in IP than
RecP following relational encoding. The results are over laid on sagittal, coronal, and axial
slices using MRIcro. Coordinates are in Montreal Neurological Institute space and appear in
the lower right corner of the images. a. Anterior hippocampal region. b. Posterior hippocampal
region. c. Mean percent signal change for each relational condition in anterior and posterior
hippocampal regions. d. Mean percent signal change for each non-relational condition in
anterior and posterior hippocampal regions. The black bars represent the standard error for
each condition.
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